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 321. listen to, understand, and 
say five sets of opposite 
adjectives.
 listen to a dog or cat lover’s 322.
opinion and say my own. 

 read and say two amazing 323.
facts about working dogs. 

 say my own ideas about what 324.
a working dog could do. 

 write a short essay about a 325.
pet I want or don’t want. 

 present my essay about a pet 326.
I want or don’t want in class. 

 read the 327. Shiro the Amazing 
Sea Dog  story by myself and 
answer three questions about it.
 tell the 328. Shiro the Amazing Sea 
Dog story in English in my own 
words, and add my opinion. 

 329. sing the Once I Caught a Fish 
Alive song using good rhythm 
and pronunciation.
 answer two past tense ques-330.
tions about my free time using 
Yes, … and No, … sentences.  

 talk about my two favorite 331.
movies.

 make two dialogs about going 332.
to a movie  

 say my opinion about what 333.
American kids do in their free 
time. 
 write a short essay about TV 334.
and me.  

 335. read the Snowboarding with 
Dad story by myself and an-
swer three questions about it. 
 make a “movie” of the 336. Snow-
boarding with Dad story in 
English.

 do the 337. Reduce, Re-use, 
Recycle Rap using good 
rhythm and pronunciation.
 read and say two sentences 338.
with should, have to, and 
must in them. 

 say two amazing facts about 339.
garbage and add my opinion. 
 say four things people should 340.
or shouldn’t do to help protect 
the environment. 

 write four sentences about 341.
helping the environment. 
 make a poster about helping 342.
the environment and present 
it.  

 read the article about global 343.
warming by myself and answer  
three questions about it.
 talk with someone about global 344.
warming and say my opinion in 
English. 

 sing the 345. You Are My Sunshine 
song in the present tense and 
past tense. 

 answer a question using the 346.
correct personal pronoun.

 read and say two amazing 347.
facts about the human body. 

 ask and answer two questions 348.
about the human body. 

 introduce myself, saying three 349.
things I’m good at.  

 write a short self-introduction 350.
with my three strong points. 

 read the 351. Ali Baba and the 40 
Thieves story by myself and 
answer three questions about 
it.
 tell the 352. Ali Baba and the 40 
Thieves story in my own words 
and add my opinion.

 353. sing the Going to the Zoo 
song  and make my own 
version.
 make four sentences using 354.
going to plus place or verb.

 read and say two amazing 355.
facts about animals.
 be a zoo guide and say 356.
some amazing facts about an 
animal I choose. 

 give my opinion about my 357.
favorite or scariest animal and 
say why I like it or don’t like it.  
 write a short essay about my 358.
favorite or scariest animal with 
reasons and present it in class. 

 read 359. The Amazing Story of the 
Wolf Girls by myself.
 answer three questions about 360.
The Amazing Story of the Wolf 
Girls and add my opinion.

 sing the 361. My Favorite 
Dinosaurs song using good 
rhythm and pronunciation.
 listen to and understand 362.
seven prepositions. 

 read and say two amazing 363.
facts about dinosaurs. 
 give two hints about a 364.
dinosaur so a partner can 
choose the correct one. 

 listen to and write big 365.
numbers.

 write a short essay using big 366.
numbers.  

 read the 367. Finding Dinosaurs 
story  by myself.

 say what kind of dinosaur I’d 368.
like to find and say why. 

 listen and point to five 369.
different conjunctions.

 make two sentences with 370.
conjunctions.  

 talk about my favorite extreme 371.
sport and say why I like it. 

 do a TV report about one 372.
sport.  

 listen and write the missing 373.
words in a report about a 
sports adventure. 
 write a report about my most 374.
exciting sports adventure.

 read the story about Chris 375.
Sharma by myself and answer 
three questions about it. 
 tell the story about Chris 376.
Sharma and add my opinion.

 listen and say the names of 377.
five wonders of the world.

 say two sentences with 378. What 
a … ! Or What … ! 

 379. read and say two amazing 
facts about natural wonders of 
the world. 
 recommend one place to go to 380.
see natural wonders. 

 read the amazing facts about 381.
wonders of the modern world. 
 write an invitation postcard to 382.
a friend in another country and 
present it. 

 383. read The Father of 
Backpacking story by myself 
and answer three questions 
about it. 
 say where I want to go and 384.
how I want to go there.
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